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Dear members
It has, on our General Meeting, where
the question of survival of our organization was a fact, that we did succeed to
get a board together. The members of
the board can be seen on page 2.
The new board will continue to work
for promotion and spreading of knowledge of bobbinlace in the whole country.
We on the board give a big thank to
Lone Nielsen for her great engagement
and work for our organization in the
last 10 years.
A big thank you to Sonja Andersen
for her great job as pattern coordinator,
also through 10 years. A big thank you
to Annette Nielsen and Lea Gamberg
for their great jobs on the board.

The board has presently almost only
new members. We have to find our
ways in the common job with future
projects and new efforts, and we are
open for our member’s wishes and ideas.
“Kniplebrevet” is a membership bulletin, and you are therefore welcome to
send in your ideas or something you
have drawn or made in lace. If you have
experienced something on a trip or
similar, and you find it interesting also
for other members, please send an article to us.

versary in 2020. That is also something
we will start to organize. We would
appreciate to get some input from you
about how to celebrate this event. The
board has to start planning the anniversary very soon, and therefore are ideas
and suggestions welcome.
It is the time of the year where the real
summer is approaching, and classes etc.
are scares. This gives the board time for
a breeder where we can get acquainted with everything new for us on the
board, so that we are ready to start up
after a hopefully good summer.

The next big arrangement for our organization is Kniplefestivalen I Tønder
in May/June.

We hope to see you in Tønder and remember to tell us about your good ideas.

Our organization has 35 year’s Anni-

Have a real good summer.

A Goodbye

What a wonderful experience
I was voted in as 2. substitute in 2008
and entered the board the year after
without being present.
The Annual Meeting was held in
Hjallerup that year and I was not participating that year, but had previously been asked if I would consider the
chairman position, and that is what I
got.

the position as chairman. It has been 10
good and exciting years.
When I look back on these years, much
has happened and lace making has been
very much of my life. Several projects
have seen the daylight in these 10 years.

It was with a pounding heart as I had
not made lace for so many years and
I was at the time busy taking the lace
teacher education.

I have been involved in publishing 3
books, Royal projects, classes, trips to
exciting places in Denmark, where we
also have been to places not normally
open to the public. I have been involved
with finding lecturers and class-instructors and much more.

10 years have gone by where I have had

Then there have been all the fairs where

I have met you members and have had
some real good conversations about our
common interest, lace. It has always
been a pleasure to meet you.
All this means that I have a real good
network both in Denmark, but also
abroad when it comes to bobbinlace.
It has been many good, fun and nice
board meetings with changing members, but we have all worked for the
same cause. I would like to thank all of
you, with whom I have worked together for a wonderful cooperation. I will
also wish the new board good luck with
their work.
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Minutes from the General Meeting
of Knipling i Danmark

Lone Nielsen welcomed the participants and we sang “Kniplepigernes sang”
1. Election of chairman and counters
of votes.

Lone Nielsen ensured that the organization obey by the present rules.

Holger Busk was voted chairman.

The account was unanimously accepted, and the board was granted free responsibility.

Holger Busk stated that the General
Meeting was announced according to
the rules.
The agenda of the meeting was announced.
The elected counters of votes were:
Elin Sørensen, Mona Johansen
and Bente Barret.
2. Presentation and discussion of the
board’s oral and written annual report.
Lone Nielsen went through the written
report (which had previously been published in Kniplebrevet).

4. Election of 4 members of the board
and 2 substitutes.
The new members of the board are:
Connie Zlatevski, Ellis Nygaard,
Karin Holm and Grith Jørgensen.

many people who do not know bobbinlace, and that one herewith spread
the knowledge of Knipling i Danmark.
Karen Svane challenged everybody to
pay their membershipdues in time, in
order for the board not to have the big
expenses of sending out reminders.
The presented budget was accepted.
7. Establishing of the membership fee
for the upcoming fiscal year.

Elected substitutes are:
Mona Johansen and Jonna Tarp.

The board suggested to keep the current membership fee.

5. Incoming proposals.

The suggestion was unanimously approved.

Abolition of the organization if a new
board cannot be established.

8. Additional topics

This topic from the board was annulled,
as a new board has been established.
No votes against the annullment.

Lis Larsen thanked for a good General
Meeting and also thanked the outgoing
board for a job well done.

6. Presentation of the budget for the
upcoming fiscal year.

She suggested for the new board to take
it easy and not to get stressed.

Bent Rasmussen presented the budget
for the upcoming year with an insecurity concerning the membership numbers.

Lone Nielsen offered for the old board
to have a talk with the new one, and offered a dinner afterwards forthe old and
new board members.

Note 1. Expenses for announces.
Note 2. Higher postage expenses.

Lis Hansen asked if it was the money
worth to host a stand at Kreative Dage
in Fredericia.

Birgit Bryde uttered concern about the
account not being audited.

Bent Rasmussen answered that it was
the money worth, as they talk with

The old board members were each given a bouquet of beautiful flowers as a
thank you for their time serving on the
board and were thanked from the floor
with big applause.

The report was accepted with applause
and no remarks.
3. Presentation of the audited account
of the year 2018 for acceptance.
Bent Rasmussen presented the account.
The account shows -30.000 Dkr. due to
larger expenses for publications of the
bulletin.
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Julemærkehjemmet
Bobbinlace is a fantastic craft
Bobbinlace is a fantastic craft. It takes
time to use a whole spool of thread, and
at times it takes both concentration,
peace, patience and brainwork. It gives
challenges both to beginners and experienced lacemakers. Bobbinlace takes
time, but when working at the pillow,
time and place is forgotten.
It is at the same time a good tool for relaxing, thinking about something else or
killing time on a sleepless night. Bobbinlace is a help in life’s difficult situations.
There might be periods in one’s life
where just to move a couple of bobbins
causes difficulties because of sorrows or
other problems, but it is a real good help
to be able to sit down with the lace pillow, concentrate and get on with one’s
life.
I learned crocheting already as a 5-year
old from my grandmother, Maren. Later on my bonus-grandma helped me to
go on. I had seen bobbinlace and really wanted to learn it. My other grandmother, Tilde, had learned it from her
grandmother more than 40 years ago.

I borrowed a lacebook when I was 14
years old. Grandmother Tilde had found
her old lace pillow, made by my greatgreat grandfather. As it is far between
Struer and Århus, my home economic
teacher, Jenny Nørgaard, had to help
when I got stuck.
Jenny had little knowledge of lacemaking and brought my pillow home to her
mother for help. Her mother also found
new lace projects for me according to my
abilities.
I attended my first lace class in Holsterbro by Birthe Andersen when I went to
the business school there. Birthe taught
me to draw, and that really sparked my
interest for bobbinlace. The next class
was in Vinderup.
When the teacher decided to stop in the
fall of 1993, 10 of us decided to continue together. We founded the association
‘Kniplepigerne I Vinderup’ in 2006.
I started step 2 of the Bobbinlaceteacher
education on Nov.3. 2001. It was a long,
interesting and very time-consuming

progress as I also worked full time as a
school secretary and had 3 small daughters. I started teaching in Vinderup in
the fall of 2002. I attended a class about
star grounds in 2008 hosted by Else Marie Bjerregaard.
Else Marie called me in June 2013 and
asked if I would like to teach together
with her for a week in Haslev.
We turned out to cooperate really well
and we also developed a wonderful
friendship.
I gained a professionally good bobbinlace teacher to chare my lace challenges
with. It also gave me courage to try out
lace techniques I for sure would never
have dared to approach if Else Marie
had not given me that call. I am so glad I
got this ‘push’.
I have published a handbook on bobbinlace with techniques on for ex. lathers,
finishings aso.
The index may be seen on: kniplepigen.
dk or facebook.com/kniplepigen
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Ina’s doll and The Royal
Porcelain Factory
I have visited the Toy Museum, Olgas Lyst in Copenhagen
By Yvonne Nielsen
I have visited the Toy Museum, Olgas
Lyst in Copenhagen, since I had a date
with Ina Jensen, who’s hobby I will write
about.
We met with Eric Nilausen (one of the
owners of Olgas Lyst) in his private
home. We met up here, since Olgas Lyst
has several models of the dolls, which
the Royal Porcelain factory produced in
1840-1860.
Olgas Lyst has the same doll model in 3
different sizes. (see picture 1)
One does not know in how many sizes the dolls were produced. Forms for
about 14 different doll heads have been
found. There is not much information
about these dolls.
The dolls produced between 1840 –
1860, have the 3 blue waves handpainted
on the inside. They are often painted so
fast that they look like 3 lines. The Royal
Porcelain factory tried to produce one
female - and one boy head in 1975.

The first production had a stamp and the
waves inside.
A decision was made to place them
outside the heads, and therefore both
are seen, if one is lucky. The production
did not last long. Olgas Lyst owns a boy
head. (See picture 2)
This is a story about Ina’s dolls. She was
lucky to find 3 heads from 1975, and
this became her hobby for many years.
Ina goes to classes in sewing dollcloths
at Olgas Lyst, where the emphasis is on
making cloth as they were in 1860.
Ina decided to make a whole wardrobe for her first doll. It contains cloths
worn by well-to-do ladies at that time.
It amounts to 11 sets of dresses with accessories like shoes, handbags, parasols,
bonnets and shawls. Ina has made all of
it herself. Ina has done tatting, lace, knitting and crochet.
She has also worked with hide for the
shoes, and I can continue forever.

All details are unfortunately not visible
on my pictures, but you can find Ina on
several fairs. Ina has exhibited on the
lace-fair in Slagelse, in the Danish Doll
Association and on Hannes Minde (a
toy museum, unfortunately not more in
existence).
Ina has sent me a little mini cartoon
about how to sew the doll. The head is
from 1975, but arms and legs were not
produced in 1975. Ina has used arms and
legs much similar to the ones of the old
dolls. The body is made of cloth.
The pictures talk for themselves, so the
text is unnecessary. If this has caught
your interest and you would like to know
more, please contact: Dansk Dukkeforening, Olgas Lyst, Legetøjets Venner
or Snurretoppen.
Ina has made many types of dolls. I am
very impressed by her work, her enormous patience and all the details in her
things. This is only a small part of her
hobby.
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Re-creation of Gold Lace
for Kedleston Hall
Written by Louise West, United Kingdom
I have worked on some wonderful
projects during the last few years since
setting up a studio in Derby (U.K.) and
this latest large scale commission was
an interesting and long project to be
involved with, taking almost two years
to complete.
I started working the commission for
National Trust in 2015 for the restoration of the state bedroom at Kedleston
Hall. The commission was to recreate
the gold lace that adorns the state bed.
The 300 year old bed was in a poor condition, which was understandable given
the age, and the ational Trust had undertaken the restoration of it.
They asked me to recreate the lace usina
0 real 0 aold thread. The first stage of
this was to study the original lace, photograph it in situ and work out how the
original had been worked.
Some of the techniques varied a little
from the bobbin lace that is normally
made today. Once the techniques were
identified, the pattern was drafted on
paper before being scanned into the
computer to true up and make the accurate pricking.
Working diagrams for all the designs
were also produced on the computer.
The lace consists of three different
threads, a fine two ply gold thread,

a thick gimp thread and a flat plate
thread, all of which were wound onto
bobbins to make the lace. The flat plate
I had not seen before and it was a httle
challenging, as it was springy and kept
leaping off the bobbins!
I used continental bobbins with hooks
on the top for this and treated it like
wire, placing it and then pinching after
careful tensioning.
While it was a challenging project, I
only broke 2 threads during the entire
30 metres, which was quite an achievement, given in the different natures of
the materials.
In total I made 30 metres of lace in
three different designs, two were used
on the bed coverin a 0 and one on the
tester overhead at high level.
It was a pleasure to be involved with
this prestigious project, and gave me
a little insight into the lives of the old
lacemakers, sitting at their pillows, for
hours a day. The feeling of I MUST get
this done for a deadline, something that
we don’t usually have (although without
their cold and damp conditions).
Overall there was in excess of 1100
hours spent making the three lengths
of lace, plus a lot more time when I
spent thinking and working out various
aspects early on in the project.

Many other people were involved in the
project to make such a spectacular restoration possible. Many thanks to the
ational Trust for making this possible to
preserve the history for the future.
It was lovely to work with people who
genuinely appreciated this heritage
craft, in a way that the general public do
not generally value textiles.
The finished project was launched to
the public in March 2017, and is open
to visitors to Kedleston Hall.
Details of the opening hours can be
found on the website:
https://www.nationaltrust. org. uk/
kedleston-hall
A short video of the process, including
a very short clip of me can be found at:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=O hCF-OH ueC O
www.louisewestlacedesign.co. uk
Pictures:
1. The bed prior to restoration
2. Pattern 1 for the bed covering
in progress
3. Pattern 2 for the bed covering
in progress
4. Pattern for the tester (canopy)
5. A view af the bed’s canopy
with the new lace
6. Bed after restoration
with the newly made laces
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Joyce Mackey
Tasmanian Blue Gum
A brief outline of my lace- First thoughts, the beginning,
making and interests.
the project
Began lacemaking in 1985 with no
formal tutoring. After joining the Australian Lace Guild I began working
towards assessments, these being very
useful to widen knowledge and techniques. I have completed 5 assessments,
being in Torchon, Point Ground and
Honiton.
Teaching since the late 1980’s with
small groups at home, as well as tutoring for the Adult Education Department. Twice as a tutor in Honiton for
the Australian Lace Guild annual conference, plus several yearly workshops
for the New South Wales members.
In 1992 invited to design lace projects
fora UK pattern book being prepared
by Batsford, my two submissions were
accepted.
In 2004 the Danish Lace Association
had a fan competition, design and
make, my tiny Point Ground mounted
fan took out first place.
Since 1989, my ether interest is as a
Curator of Costumes and Accessories,
ca ring fora collection of ‘National Significance’ held at our historie house
museum under the auspices of the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery. This
is very much a voluntary position, giving a lot of satisfaction.
Commissioned to design and prepare
small projects in bead knitting.
I subscribe to several overseas lace magazines, these keep me up-to-date with
the other side of the world.

Thinking about the intended purpose
of the project- this guided me in the
idea of a “fenced-in” panel. The Tasmanian Blue Gum seemed an obvious
choice.
I could not get this vision out of my
thinking, so stayed with this idea. Collected fallen leaves and gumnuts on our
‘Queen’s Domain’ a lovely walking area
near the city.
I positioned this assortment over the
designated area to have some idea of
how it may look. Drew the shapes on
gridded tracing paper, mainly so I could
place the design joining some parts into
the ‘frame’.
I had previously experimented making
a double layer in lace, a small Honiton
fan. This project was useful for ideas in
approaching the method of backing.
Both types were tried, part filling and
whole backing, the latter being much
more straightforward.
The backing grid was pricked first, then
placed a reverse tracing paper copy of
the main design over this. The marked
out pin holes and lines around the
shapes were a guide, so I could find my
way.
All grid pinholes were used for the
backing, sewings were made at each
crossing, a lot of patience was needed. I had also thought to prepare with
the original grid a small section of the
ground on acetate, this proved very useful.
The project was worked as I had im-

agined, firstly make all the filling leaves
and gumnuts, holding pairs where
needed to later take into the ‘frame’.
All the pins were left in place, no ends
were trimmed shorter than around 10
ems. The held over centre pattern pairs
of threads were taken into the border
as needed. The thread ends from the
centre pattern were brought through
the grid as work progressed. All pins
were left in place until the end, good for
blocking.
Of interest a whole 200 grams of pins
were used. In this case most of the
thread trimming was done on the pillow, not needing to handle the work
too much, only minimal trimming was
made on removal.
This was possible as the thread was not
so fine, this part was done over 3 days,
snipped thread by thread with very fine
curved sharp scissors. The border was
deliberately made wide to accommodate the ends in tying off.

My lace - to final mounting
Read the description of the First
thoughts - the beginning - the project,
thoroughly through before starting to
make the lace.
Materials: Bockens linenthread 60/2.
The dots for the leaves and the flowers
are bigger on the pricking than the dots
for the background, which is worked
over the leaves and flowers.
My lace is made of two layers- the first
part of the design symbol ises Gum
leaves and Gum nuts, a few representing open flowers.
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This part has been executed mainly using Honiton techniques, then overlaid
with a backing using my variety of a
Honiton filling, called ‘Four Pin’.
I found this the most suitable, as the
sewings needed to be made at each
passing edge over the first layer.
The back ground filling needed a little
adjustment to fit the size, also exactly fit
into the frame-edge passives.
This is not made in the conventional
straight edge continual style, the first

layer was worked and adjusted as I proceeded, keeping in mind the eventual
top sewings needed for the backing.
The backing grid is drawn up on 1/8ths
of 1 inch used diagonally.
I experimented with other sizes, a few
trials, found this fitted exactly. Four
passive pairs are used around the edges,
planned this way for the eventual endings of many threads. Some leaves and
stalks were also woven into the backing
edge passives.
A large number of pairs of bobbins were

wound for the first part, so many were
also cut off and re-used, I lost count.
All the first layer ending threads were
left about l0 cms long, bringing them
through the backing causing no problems.
These were only trimmed when the lace
was removed from the pillow.
Backing pairs: 44
( Joyce Mackley’s fan is shown in
Kniplebrevet no. 78. The editor)

Honiton Lace
By Annette Nielsen

Honiton Lace comes from the town
of Honiton in the south of England.
The Honiton technique is old. One assumes, that it was made as early as end
1600 or early 1700.
Honiton Lace is seen as the finest, the
most known and especially, the most
valuable English lace still being made
today. The making of Honiton lace has
been a big industry in England and gave
work to many women. This industry, as
we know it from our own Tønderlace,
died out with the machine industry.

Honiton is worked in very fine thread,
typical Egyptian cotton, 160 -180/2.
The Tønderlace, in comparison, is typical worked in Egyptian cotton 140/2.
Small motives are mostly made, primarily for adorning clothing. Larger
motives are made in more parts and
combined later.
One does not work with colored worksheets in Honiton like we know it from
for ex. the Torchon technique. It is instead the lacemaker’s skills which tells

her how many pairs to use, add or take
out.
The patterns are built up from linen
stitch tapes in different shapes, which
appears tight or with half stitch tapes.
Between these there are fillings of many
beautiful kinds, and there are many to
choose between.
It is a very time-consuming technique,
which takes lots of patience, good light
and a sturdy hand, when one has to attach the thin thread.
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Play with modern grounds
Idea, design and execution: Knipling i Danmark
We bring part 6 of 6 from the annual
competition from 2014

ent thickness. It could be anything from
metal thread, fishline, knitting yarn etc.

The idea with the Annual Competition
in 2014 was to experiment with what
will happen with a piece of lace when
the pricking changes.

The 6 tapes need not contain the same
materials. The 6 tapes are mounted on
a free frame of your own composition
and your own measurements.

We also wanted to present for you several new grounds and to give you the
opportunity to play around with different thicknesses of thread/material and
see what happens with the lace.

An addition in Kniplebrevet is a pricking for start and finish, so they can be
used as single strands. If you wish for
a longer band, you have to make the
pricking longer.

Materials: All 6 tapes have prickings
matching thread no.60/2. 1-2 pairs or
2-4 bobbins HAVE TO be in a thread/
material of your choice and in a differ-

Materials: Challenge no. 6 has 26 pairs
of 60/2 linenthread and minimum 2
pairs in another thread. (see worksheet).
Straight setting-up.

Start: You may combine your tapes. If
you want to start and finish the tape in
a point, choose the pricking with the
point. If you want to take the challenge
with a free frame, make a straight setting up, so that the lace has the right
width from start. Choose the pricking
with the straight start. The same goes
for the worksheet. Choose the straight
set-up according to the worksheet.
Finish: Finish the tape as you find suitable for this lace. The tape for the free
frame has a straight finishing off.
The tape ending in a point is finished
off by taking pairs out at the same place
they were added.

Heart ribbon

Idea, design and execution: Solveig Nielsen; Måre

Materials: 16 pairs of Linen thread
60/2 or K80 for one of the prickings
and 35/5 or 28/2 for the other. You may
choose which size to make, the size is
marked on the sheet of prickings.

Start: Start at the point with 5 pairs (2
pairs for the wholestitch edges, 2 pairs
for the linenstitches and one workerpair). A pair is added inside the edge on
each side until the width is reached. See
worksheet and repeat from * to *. The
marked twists are valid throughout the
whole lace.

Finish: When finished with the desired length, take pairs out as they were
added in the beginning. See worksheet.
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Fan

Idea, design and execution: Joyce Mackey

Materials: 40 pairs of 140/2 Egyptian
Cotton and round 5 pairs of colored
gimp thread DMC 35 embroidery
thread.
Unfortunately, there is no worksheet to
this pattern.

Use the picture for guidance.

gimp. This goes for the whole lace.

Start: Set up on the fan’s right side.
There are picots all around the fan’s outer edge. The ground is netground. The
figures with gimp and holes are worked
with halfstitch-pin-halfstitch inside the

Finish: Straight finishing off. This will
be hidden behind the one leg of the fan
and will not be visible after mounting.

Bag

Idea, design and execution: Annette Nielsen, Jernved

Materials: 6 pairs of Pagode silk (flame)
NM 24/2 = Nel 40/2.
Start: Study the description well before
starting on the lace. The connections are
made with false braids. Remember to
twist after linenstitch before going into
half - and whole stitch. See worksheet.
Use backstitch in the points of the
leaves and in the angle just after 1. leaf
and before starting the 2. leaf.

Finishing and mounting: Tying off in
a straight line. The pattern for the outer
and inner bag is shown on the pricking.

Leave a little hole for turning the bag
inside-out. When this is done, close the
hole.

The 4 pieces of cloth for the bag is cut
with a sewing allowance of 1,5 cm according to the pattern on the pricking.

Mounting of the bag to the handle:
Find the middle of the hole in the cloth,
make a fold in the cloth on both sides,
and mount it to the handle.

Mount the lace piece to the outer cloth.
Sew the 2 outer- and inner pieces together separately from the markings on
the sides.

Fish

Idea, design and execution: Lene Bjørn, Nakskov

Materials: 18 pairs of linenthread 40/2
– 28/2. Use 3 pairs of black and 4 pairs
of white for the eye.

Start: Set up where it says START on
the worksheet. Pairs are added and taken out according to the worksheet.

Finish: Tie off and starch well before
taking the lace off the pillow.

Use 4 pairs for the body, 5 pairs for the
gill and 3 pairs for every finn.
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Peacock

Idea, design and execution: Karen Marie Iversen, Greve

Materials used for the different parts
of the peacock:

Wing:
DMC Antique silver thread art.274

Thread for head and body:
Madeira Mouliné metallic 5272 white
DMC Noir, black K80
Madeira col. 37, 2 threads per bobbin
DMC Antique silver thread art.274
Worker for the head:
Lurex 7005 white

Tailfeather (eye):
DMC Antique silver thread art.274
DMC duk no.775,
2 threads per bobbin
Madeira Metallic 380,
2 threads per bobbin
Madeira metallic 65,
2 threads per bobbin

Eye:
Black bead 3 mm

Beak:
½ almond (tally)

Tailfeather and feet:
Plaits + knots (see detail drawing):
DMC Antique silver thread art. 274
Star markings:
Backstitch, in order to separate the
colors between wing and body.
Start at the point of the beak and add
pairs as you work with the different
threads. See on the worksheet where
pairs are added and taken out. Finish in
the tailfeather. Starch the lace if used as
a picture or on a bag.

Duchesse, lesson 2:
By Veslemøy Bech-Nielsen

There are a couple of corrections to
the Annual Theme
Publication no.135 did not bring the
right name to the portrait.
But here it is:
Brit Veslemøy Bech-Nielsen.
Unfortunately, there is also an error on
the bottom of page 25, where it the picture is no. 9 and not no. 10.
We regret the errors, The editor.
The technical drawings are leaning on
the drawings by Simone Jacquemain,
Belgium
A big thank you to Renate Hawkins for
making her materials available.
The scroll
It is necessary to have lesson 1 available
in order to look up different techniques.

You will use the pivot technique (lesson
1, point 10, page 27.) for the scrolls. It is
slightly different from what you learned
in lesson 1.
A new technique, the magic loop, will
also be used.
A gimppair is running along the edgestitch on the outside of the scroll and
along both sides of the band between
the scrolls.
Thread: Wind about 10 bobbins with
Egyptian cotton 100/2 or similar. For
gimp, linenthread 50/2.
Fig.1
A finished scroll and a little pattern for
practicing. When you have practiced
how to make a scroll on fig.1, you can
fasten the doily pattern on your pillow

and work the scrolls according to the
pattern.
Fig.2
Finished scroll, head
Fig 3-4-5:
a: Magic loop
b: Pivoting pair
c: Passives and other pairs
d: Edge pair
e: Pivoting pin
f. Gimp pair
How to start the scroll:
Start with 6 pairs superposed over the
pivoting pin placed right on the inside
of the corner where the scroll-head and
the inside edge of the band meet.
The gimp pair (lesson1, point 4, page
26) is wound on each their bobbin in
both ends (like open pairs). Place them
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on a pin outside the pattern and lead
the pair nearest to the pattern inside the
outermost pair from the pivoting pin
with the thick thread towards the outside (fig.3)
The gimppair on the other side of the
pin will be put into the work later, when
the scroll is done (See fig. 2).
Now it is time to apply the magic loop
as shown in fig. 3.
This is a very nice trick when making a
scroll or a circle.
How to use ‘the magic loop’:
Fig. 3
The magic loop:
Put the required numbers of pairs on
pivoting pin, superposed. With a piece
of thread, make a loop of about 10 cm.
and put it round one half of the threads
on the pivoting pin as shown on fig. 3.
It might be of help for you to choose a
thread in a different color. Fix loop with
another pin away from your work, with
the KNOT ON THE TOP (this is
very important!)
Take the second pair from the left, work
in linenstitch through all the pairs to the
other side, make the edgestitch and go
back through the last threadpair(fig.4).
Pivot as explained in lesson 1, point 10.
(Under point 10 it is referred to picture
no.11. We have however received a better picture and bring this one here: Picture 11A – the editor) and see fig. 5 in
this lesson.
It will be necessary to move the pins for
the magic loop and the gimppair to different positions when working around
the scroll’s curve as they will be in the
way.
Work your scroll. Pairs have to be added
(1 or 2 pairs) as the scroll gets wider.
It is up to you if you want to add picots

or not (lesson 1, point 9, see page 27,
- remember the correction, the editor).
The pins need to be set a little further
apart than when working in a straight
line.
When you are done with the whole
curve and come to the place where you
feel that it would be right to place the
first pin on the inside curve of the band,
leave your workers at the outside, gently
remove the pivoting pin, take your magic loop, put one thread of your pivoting
pair through the loop WITHOUT the
knot.
Pull the loop, holding on to the knot,
until you have got the thread of the
pivoting-pair through, thread the second pivoting thread through the loop
formed by the first one, and cut off the
magic loop.
Fix pivoting pair with a knot and place
it on the inside next to the other passives. (fig. 2).
When done with the scroll, place the
waiting gimppair inside the edgepair
(the former pivoting pair) of the inner
curve, the thick thread towards the edge.
You might need to take a passive pair
out of the ground if the gimppair makes
the ground too dense. (lesson 1, point 8).
Now continue with the band between
the scrolls. Be careful to keep your
workers in an approximate right angle
to the edges. You might leave a little
more space between the pins on the
outer edge and/or place the pins a little
closer to each other on the inside curve
in order to achieve this.
It is always important in Duchesse
to keep an eye on the direction of the
threads compared to how the pattern
curves.
How to finish a scroll:
Fig. 6 and 7
It is referred to the numbers in (-). The

editor. When you arrive at the beginning of the scroll on the other side, it is
time to start pivoting again. (The magic
loop is not used on this side).
Take out the gimppair on the inside
curve and put it aside, use this last pin
on the inside curve as your pivoting-pin
and the inside edgepair as your pivoting
pair (fig. 6). Take passives out as you go
around the scroll.
Before the final attachment you will
have left:
1. The thick threads of the gimp
(put the thin threads aside for discarding)
2. The edgepair
3. The pivotingpair
4. One passive pair
5. The workerpair.
Go through the passives with your
worker for the last time and leave it by
the pivoting pin.
Go through the gimppair and the outside edgepair with your last passive pair
(4) and attach it to the last pinhole before the pivoting pin. (fig. 7).
Part the pivotingpair (3) in two threads,
make a loop under the bundle of the
other threads (1, 2, 5), with one of
them, put the other (3) through the
loop, tighten, make a good knot and cut
all threads off about 1-2 mm over the
work, the bundlethreads a little longer
than the others.
Attaching figures to each other:
When you are making the second figure
with the scrolls, they have to be connected one or more times where they meet.
This is done by going through the outside edge with your worker in wholestitch, sew in on the nearest bar of the
finished piece, twist, go through the
edgepair in wholestitch w/2 twists on
the way back, set pin and continue.
The finished piece, after having followed
the 4 lessons
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Bedfordshire Butterfly
Idea, design and execution: Robin Hueppauff, Australia
Robin has donated an extra lace pattern
in connection with the Royal Lace.

Worksheets are not used in Bedfordshire.
One work according to the picture.

Materials:
30 pairs of Gutermanns neutral cotton
no. 50.
Yellow 588 is used for the passives and
Gold 746 for the workerpair.
Tallies and plaits are worked in orange
no. 1955.

Start: Set up at X and work around in
the direction of the arrow. Make a backstitch by the purple circle. This goes for
both wings.
Starch the work well before taking it off
the pillow.

Bedfordshire Lace Compact
Disc Mat
Idea, design and execution: Robin Hueppauff, Australia
Robin has donated an extra lace pattern
in connection with the Royal Lace.
Materials: 46 pairs of D.M.C. Embroider Machine No. 50 Ecru. May be replaced by Egyptian Cotton no. 80/2.

Knipling i Danmark recommends you to
look up the 4 publications of 2016:
122, 123, 124 and 125, where the Annual
Theme is Bedfordshire lace whith different degrees of difficulty and to read this
thorowly through before starting.

Start: Study the picture well before starting, as there are no worksheets used for
this technique.
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Bedfordshire Lace
By Lone Nielsen

Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and
Northampshire had more than 150.000
lacemakers in the beginning of 1800. In
this period they made a kind of point
ground.
Larger skirts, longer sleeves and lower
waistlines was the fashion in the beginning of queen Victoria’s reign. (18371901). This meant that a coarser lace
was necessary for the lace to be seen, so
one looked to the Maltese lace with its
plaits and tallies.
After the exhibition of Maltese Lace on
the World Exhibition in 1851, the lace
designers started to incorporate tallies,
plaits and picots from the Maltese lace
and leadwork-ground from Honiton in
their designs.

This did not only make the lace more
visible, but it was also faster to make.
These new patterns were distributed
around in the Bedford area, and the
lace got the name Bedfordshire Lace.
The old and the new type of lace were
worked side by side for some time.
The machines became better and better in making machine copies of the
handmade lace to a very low price. This
caused the lace makers to start using
gimp thread and Cluny techniques in
their lace.
These coarse laces were often poorly designed, and the Bedfordshire lace got a
bad reputation. Some designers started,
on the other hand, to design naturalistic

patterns, but this required very skilled
lace makers, which was harder and
harder to find. In 1900 the three lace
making areas in the East Midlands only
had 3000 lace makers.
Thomas Lester and his sons are some
of the famous names connected to the
beautiful naturalistic Bedfordshire lace
in the time from 1850 to about 1900. A
great deal of their work may be seen on
the Cecil Higgins Art Gallery in Bedford and in the Luton Museum.
They exhibited on the World Exhibitions in 1851, 1861, 1867, 1873 and
1874. They were awarded for their lace
and some of their most beautiful lace are
probably made for the exhibitions only.

Portrait of Robin Hueppauff
Robin was introduced to Torchon lace
making in 1988.

Robin also enjoys working Russian
Braid, Idrija and European laces.

Show, Sansepolcro (Italy) and Colorado
(USA).

In 1989 she attended her first workshop
for beginners with Christine Springett
and so begun her love for Bedfordshire
Lace.

She has designed 6 original Japanese ladies, 3 St. Nicolas’s, and a range of butterflies using a combination of different
types of lace techniques and employing
the use of colour.

Her patterns have been published in
Denmark, England and the USA.

Over the years, Robin has designed new
patterns and redrawn many of the old
from photocopies of the original lace.

Over the years Robin has won many
prizes for her lace at the Perth Royal
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Australian Panorama
Idea, design and execution: Robin Hueppauff, Australia
The Blue flowering gum leaves (top left)
are the floral emblem of the Australian State of Tasmania - Princess Mary’s
home State.
The kangaroo and emu are on the Australian Coat of Arms. They are also animals unique to Australia.
The three flannel flowers grow prolifically in the Sydney Area where the Olympic Games were held in 2000.
The Sturt Desert Pea flower (between
kangaroo and emu) is the floral emblem
of the state of South Australia. It grows
extensively throughout central Australia.
The boomerangs were used by indigenous Australians for hunting long before

the arrival of Europeans to the Australian continent.
The outside border symbolises Australia
as an island continent and/or Tasmania
as an island state of the Commonwealth
of Australia.
There are 50 Bedfordshire blossom fillings to celebrate the 50 years of marriage
between Her Majesty Queen Margrethe
II and His Royal Highness, the Prince
Consort.
Symbols shown on working pattern:
X Orange cross - see cloth stitch centre
diagram.
Green line = ½ stitch.
Purple line = cloth stitch.
O Blue Circles - 6 pair crossings.

⁄ Black slash across black line - one twist
of the workers. I have included black
lines in the centre of the gum leaves, the
kangaroo and the emu to indicate one
twist with the workers. Had I put all dots
in it would be confusing.
O Pink circles – turning stitch.
1, 2, 4 Red number - the number of pairs
needed to start each section or additional
pairs of bobbins needed as required.
4, 5, 7 Black numbers - the number of
passives used in this section
The centre of each side and end are indicated by a black line.
- - - Starting point for the border.
This is worked after the rest of the panel
is completed.
Number of bobbins: 79 pairs plus 13
pairs for the border.
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Variations in Torchon
Reviewed by Yvonne Nielsen

Variations in Torchon
By Linda Valbjørn Olsen
ISBN. 978-3-925184-11-6
Publisher: Barbara Fay Verlag
Price: 172,oo DKr.
Language: Danish, German, English
The booklet contains 40 pages.
May be purchased through:
www. Barbara-Fay.de
I do miss a preface in this booklet, as
it would give us a good explanation on
Linda V- Olsen’s thoughts about it.
Since I had heard about Linda’s idea
with the booklet before it was published

and thought that to be an important detail, I contacted Linda about the matter.
I have permission to tell about Linda’s
idea with publishing the booklet.
“When Linda took her Laceteacher education in 2012, her projects were built
up around this pattern. Linda has had
many thoughts about how one can use
the same pattern as a theme throughout the booklet and she also wanted
to show how different the same pattern
can appear.”
In the booklet, the same pattern is used
for a handkerchief and for a square insertion, for ex. in a tablecloth. It also

shows us what the pattern looks like as
an oval or round tablecloth. The pattern
is made as a common insert and as a table runner. Linda has also made a hexagon tablecloth and a doily. Linda ends
the booklet with a candleholder band
and Christmas hearts.
It is a nice booklet, which really displays how a lace pattern can be used for
different lace projects, and one sees the
difference when the pattern is made in
different colors or by just changing the
color of the gimp. If you have a pattern
and do not know what to use it for, Linda’s booklet will be a good inspiration
for you.

Perfect lace technique
*Effect* nr. 4
Reviewed by Yvonne Nielsen

Perfect lace technique *Effect* nr. 4
By Jana Novak
ISBN: 978-87-90277-36-9
Publisher: Jana Novak, Lace Design
May be purchased at:
JanaNovak.lace@gmail.com
Price: 29€
Language: English, Danish, German,
Czech

Solcova, who among other things used
halfstitch and developed a new technique making halfstitch firmer and
stronger. This is important in free lace
and in lace used for clothing.

This book is no.4 in the series, Perfect
Lace. It is a book on techniques, and
might therefore be difficult to review,
but I will give it a try.

Thereafter come interesting techniques
with detailed worksheets.

The last pages of the book contain a list
of references and information from Jana
Novak about other works.

The new technique RELIEF in halfstitch is described with different ways
to work it.

The book is, like the 3 others, bound in
hardcover and is a nice and usable book
for your collection.

The preface gives the history of Vlasta

Jana Novak touches the use of lace tools,
such as pillow, pins, bobbins and lace.
This exciting preface refers to very nice
pictures in the book.

Other techniques described by Jana
Novak are: beads in a one-thread picot, one-thread, twothreads - and fourthreads picots, tallies, almonds, square
and triangle. Jana Novak also describes
gimp in linenstitch, halfstitch and in a
curve. Also gimps of ribbon, cloth and
cord. She also mentions plaits in halfstitch.
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